
6/4/70 

Dear Gary, 

In seeming paranoia I, enclose the envelope in wnich your letter of 
the 30th, 7.1.tt enclosures, reached me today-and not because of the postage due. 
klote the rings marked by some wet container over the address. Did you put your 
highball down. here several times? 

I may lose track, but I'm nu.mbering tte envelopes. 

Your I.tters to Chris end Mike:-  I tell you for thellast time you are hung 
upans on soft feces on that train jazz of Fred's, as I told you from the first. Once 
again I tell you to look et the picture on Curry 301 to see where those cars really 
were, far from the pergola, end to see also that there was nothing on that siding 
except air. And is there any reason to believe the second hole in the coat is 
one other than the second one Frazier testified too the one from which I thinkma "- 
sample was taken? 

The draft-board business sounds sinister. Keep me posted. Good luck. 

I asked Mary for her Z film. stuff a year ego. There is one thing besides 
this for you to keep in mind: Fred believes or believed that the entire Z film 
was redone. I couldn't tlak him out of it. .A.nd Robert has done more than find or 
claim he has found splices. He soya there are pieces of different film, not just 
a copy of a copy of some remote generation. hen Robert cells, 	tell him to 
have $25 for both Nix and Muchmore plus. 

Ray-casesuit: Doing story fee Enquirer. You have all important papers 
except pose. Mitchell's letter. 

Bud is out of town. It wOuld te better if you wrote a note, not matter 
how brief, that he can give to his secretary. 

Longbooteom letter encloseciiNote liquid through envelope on outside). 
I fear he is a watite of time neither of us can afford. On theories: I have very 
few and not one not very general. I regard this as basically the wrong approach 

an a serious inhibition of impartial research. I'm  for Mao here- let a thousand 

flowers bloom. When they all have, we can, seeP which looks prettiest or smells best.. 
Until then, we don't know an orchid from a thistle. But we are certain of skunk: 

Best regards, 



THE MINNEAPOLIS CLINIC 
.• 

OF 

PSYCHIATRY AND NEUROLOGY 

:14225 MOLOCN VALLEY.  ROAD' 
	 TICLEPtIONE 555.066 

	 2/43 SOUTHCALIFMCDICAL !WILDING 

• MINNEAPOLIS, MINNESOTA 5.547/2. 
	 MINNEAPOLIS, MINNESOTA 15433 

Dear Harold: 
	

May 30-, `1970 	t. 
 

WILLIAM N 

LAWRENCE J. 	 M .D.  
PAUL M. 1561. 	IN m 0 
	O. STOLTZ, M.O. they have picked up some unlikely books, although at least 

I will keep my ears open for anything about Potter. Agreed that 

Bremer's could have been a very reasonable gamble. 

PEDIATRIC NCUROLOGY: 
Your letter.to  Mary, Paul, and myself of 5/24 about the Z film RENO C. UACKUU. 

was interesting. It brought back flashes of Fred and Dave's 

. claims that you stole Fred's work in terms .of the splices which AA A ON, M.D 

ignored that which you told both me and others, including Fred, 
	N. 
ROBERTOLARK, °  M.O. 

.about your belief concerning the.Garrison version of the film. 
	 R. 0AsOCTT, 
	 a. 	, JR.. MI 

—Your main point with me at the time was not  that the splices 
WILLIAM 	 M.D.
CLI• 	O. ERICKSON. M 

were in the original but that a rotten copy had been successfull 
	T. 	 M 
	 A. 	 M.D 

passed off on big Jim. Mary checked the Z film copy in the HILLER. 
LEWIS. JR 	 

M 	O. 
	 14.0. DLENN M.  

archives and should be able to give you full info on it. 
.7:

M. 
MURRAYJPIWAY U. LOCKS, 

L":. As for the Nix and Muchmore, I can get them. Lifton is selling M. M

n====r.m...a reel including the Nix at regular and slow motion for $14. 

JAMES D. AA 	 M.D
. I will get a copy of the Muchmore from Bob Gibbons for about 

PSYCHOSOMATIC 	 $10 or $11. I will go ahead and do this today since it wouldn't 

=! ===hurt to have spare copies. 

MILTON 	  M.D
. Speaking of photos, I haven't heard from Patsy in a long while. . 

ADOLESCENT AND 	
I will get in touch with him since he still has some negatives 

CHILD PSYCHIATRY, 	 of mine. 

PAYLW 	 -. I saw Henry Lippman today and we will be getting together in a. 
LAWRENCE C. NAYCNUC. 

few weeks. He is doing a good job of pushing the case in pol-
 

....uLTANT. 	 itical circles and adding it to platforms. 
ADOLESCENT AND 
CHILD PSYCHIATRY: 	 I will be sending you and others a complete printout of stuff 

• MAN•om, 
MIONACL ICCIoN, 	 on the Lykken Nazi-style arrests. I ronically I will be at 

"A"'“-°""'''''  his house for a similar affair on the 19th which will be des- 

PSYCHOLOGY: 	 igned to radicalize some important people. 

 	NCLsC1N, PN•0. 
KENNETH A. pcNIDNII, 014.0. 	 Please don't forget to keep me informed as soon as you 

OlgANLAINE J. 	 mA 
MARLIN .1.WICMCN, AM.*. have something newsworthy like the suit in the Ray case. I want 

WITT"AUS.M.A.  to use this guy at the Star now that he is on the line mora
lly 

FAMILY AND MAPIRIAOK with his friends as witnesses. 

COLINSELINOI: 
WILLIAM J 	 pi.1 	 Today I will undertake to answer Chris Longbottoms 10 or 

so unanswered letters after reading his manuscripts. I just 

SOCI 
LORIN.

ALWORK: 
	  ...haven't had time nor the inclination to argue that kind# of 

171=1L.M.,HL,M1:. stuff. 
	 A. 

In case ### don't -1141e 
NuNT, 

DAN/10 W 	

• 	

—.7...need about 4 or 5 more  
proceedings, and your mu,  

Ray case. I promised 144kers wou send it. 

Well, I'd better eloSe now. Best wishes. 

ADMINI 

Well„-:the draft:board- is still bearing down. just got a not-

ice to appear for my physical next:Triday. As you know, this 

is very trying in ternsof-tile,-. energy, and - even $ (phone calls 

	

NCLIROLOGY 	 - ; etc.).:-The irony:is-that--I haie to easy deferrments and would 

	

: 	. 
	 R 	, oa o 

a     .. 	wipe_them:in court.` The ransacking of their files came at a 
........... 

-.--.... . lUcky moment for them since it will be easy , to_ confuse much of 

.... 	 A •Ani• CA, Id •D. 

.M, M . what 'haehappened:when I make my forMal complaint. 
RICHARD P. 	ITN, M.D.  
M•LANO O. Mown N 	D. --The day after we spoke -on the phone- I received another letter 

JOHN M MC 	 m 0 

- ---... 'and - yesterday 'I got :your postcard.  
OLCN T. •AWYCN, M.D. 

DEANS 



PSLEnclosed are copies mf my last letter to Chris Longbotton.. Please 
return them after you have read them. I sett yours along: too. I 
have just about had enough :of this correspondence. I have about 
100 pages of letters-and mAnUsdripts of his and made an effort to 
read and reply, with brevity, to. them. But I think that it boils 
down to the old case of a man.: who does- not wantto find anything 
but LHO the lone assassin. He'gets into elaborate theories without 
the evidence which might pertain to then which is available-:andthen 
is contradictory in his acceptance of sources: i.e. he stands onythe 
FBI's version,ofr the angle.of entry which is,very subjective (and--I 
have always interpreted in terms of a steep angle rather than with 
exactness. as.45-60-degrees)_but not:theirA,espriptinn"of the, wound 
position, something quite.  objective and:easily observable in terms 

...of the differenbe between below,thbshoUrders'and the'base of the 
neck. He rreads an incredible amount into what little photographic 
stuff he:has,despite its poor,quality...also,,I.think4the rosef,Aten:.,, 
thing-is,way_out and just notj,possible, even-though.,L-dobelieve it 
possible that the throat wound came from come object,in the car which 

might have fallenon.;1 His willingness tospeculateTand
,
therapidity 

with which he developes'theories would appear'to make'him a poor card=  
,idate.for a researcher. God bnly knows that I- have been impulsive at 

I:times and often made decisions based on someone's word on something ,  
which was later found not to be accurate, but I sttdied this case 
tfor:aaong while before I developed theories. In addition, I have 
:Always felt. that throwing out a lot of theories was a good idea if 
they were thrown-,out avtheortes--but,Chris throws them:out as fact:- 
If. you weren't busy-and any,-purpose could be Aerved,-  I would Aend.,.: 
you some of his letters...:` 

:cc:Paul,,  Dick 


